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Ford accelerates tech efforts
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Car manufacturing giant Ford recently opened a new research centre in Palo Alto.
By the end of the year, Ford expects to have 125 people working in the centre, which
would make it one of the biggest auto-industry research facilities in Silicon Valley.
Jim Buczkowski, a Henry Ford Technical Fellow and Director, Electrical and Electronics
Systems Research and Advanced Engineering, says that by collaborating with local
companies and universities and by interacting with local engineers and programmers,
the company expects to make better cars and get ahead of new technology trends.
Among the areas that Ford’s research centre will focus on are autonomous vehicle
technologies; connecting the car to the Internet and other devices; and how to
manage and use all the data that will be collected by sensors on cars.

Dearborn focuses on things such as
advanced electronics and the humanmachine interface, while its research
centre in Aachen, Germany, focuses on
power trains and driver-assistance
technologies. The new research centre
in Palo Alto isn’t limited to a specific
terrain, says Mr. Buczkowski: it should
help drive innovation across Ford’s
global operations. The attraction of Palo
Alto as one of the high-tech hubs in
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of Ford’s Blueprint for Mobility, which

technology are already quite common,

centre is led by Dragos Maciuca, a

outlines what transportation will look

partly thanks to Ford: self-parking,

former Apple engineer with significant

like in 2025 and beyond, along with the

including both self parallel parking and

experience in consumer electronics,

technologies, business models and

perpendicular parking, as well as

semiconductors,

partnerships needed to get there. With

adaptive cruise control and lane-

automotive tech. Under Maciuca’s

its automated Fusion Hybrid research

keeping assistance come to mind.

leadership, several projects are already
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aerospace

and
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solutions for the longer-term societal,

The new research centre in Palo Alto

working on a technology that helps to

legislative and technological issues

could help accelerate the arrival of fully

figure out an easier way to find open

posed by a future of fully automated

autonomous driving, but it is also

parking spots, while the company also

driving. Despite of these issues, Ford

working on other projects with the aim

aims to improve the user interface of its

and Mr. Buczkowski believe that

of improving the overall customer

in-dash system to fit multiple people.

automated driving can have a valuable

experience

drivers.

Other projects include gathering data

place in a rapidly urbanising world,

Interesting in that regard is that the

about urban mobility from bicycle use

particularly in mega cities. “On-going
urbanisation forces cities to rethink
their infrastructure, and it requires Ford
to take on a more integrated mobility
approach. Yes we focus on the car, the
actual

product,

but

a

broader

perspective is needed for integrated
systems in new generation cars.”
While fully automated driving may seem
a bit futuristic, we already have the
technology to make it happen. But there
are many stakeholders in this space, and
they all, from local governments to
legislators

through

to

insurance

companies, will have to work together
and create an ecosystem where different
systems and technologies are integrated
seamlessly. This will undoubtedly take
time. But, as Mr. Buczkowski points out,
some aspects of semiautonomous

of
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what our customers really want. We will
focus on making our new generation
functionality as intuitive and easy to use
as possible. For the new research centre,
it will be important to communicate
about their work with Ford headquarters
and all other operations in the group,
also to ensure the quick integration of
new technology into our cars.”
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economies and the impact that this has
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